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Our goal for today

1. What are the steps needed to fully automate the SMT production line?

2. For that to happen, we need minimize the data conversion function:

DATA  INFORMATION  ACTION

This is a minimization problem!
End goal: users will never see an x-ray image again!
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What’s the data conversion function today?



Defects associated with paste application

Excess solder
Solder bridges
Insufficient solder



Defects associated with component placement

Misalignment
Polarity
Missing component



Defects associated with the reflow profile

Voiding
Bridging
Solder balls
Excess solder
Insufficient solder



Manufacturing process quality assurance: Statistical 
Process Control (SPC)

Solder joint measurement data, collected 
during x-ray test, can be statistically analyzed to 
identify manufacturing drifts, trends and other 
relevant process quality issues.



How data becomes information today?

 In the process of x-ray inspecting BGAs on a 
product, operator comes across this image

 Operator calls line manager  (LM) for 
instructions 

 LM try to the reverse engineer the problem
 If not possible, LM will look at SPI and AOI data
 If combined data set makes sense, experienced

LM will be able to tell where the problem is

1. COPLANARITY

2. SHORT

3. HEAD IN PILLOW

4. OPEN

9. MISSING

8. SHAPE

7. VOIDS

6. SOLDER MASK 5. SPLATTER



What’s wrong here?

 First – what if operator doesn’t catch the problem?
 Second – we need an experienced line manager to debug the 

problem on the fly



How to minimize a function?

 Derive and set operator and line manager to zero!
 To achieve this, use Data Fusion and AI!



Data Fusion

AOI

SPI

AXI



Fusion System

 AI to the rescue!
 Lower barrier of entry thanks to greater IT infrastructure 

and GPU performance/price ratios
 Train Fusion System == AI Engine

 Hundreds of SPI, AOI, and AXI images; both good and bad
Marginal pass of 3 sensors may still fail Fusion Result 



Back to the bad BGA example…

 AXI automatically identifies bad BGA
 Fused dataset (AXI+SPI+AOI) provides multidimensional 

Fusion Result that maps the source of the problem
Mapping is done by AI training extensive dataset



Fusion Result 3D example

SOLDER PASTE

PRINTER

OVEN



Fusion Result 3D dynamic flow
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PRINTEROVEN
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Automation progression

 Stage 1 – line will report trend to operators who will be able 
to fix problems before they happen

 Stage 2 – fully automated, self-healing lines



Why stop in 3D?

SOLDER PASTE

PRINTEROVEN

INVENTORY



Our end goal…

 There’s a reason we don’t program in 
assembler anymore…

 Higher level of abstraction is a requirement to 
allow us scalability and the power of digital 
twins 

 Data fusion and AI at the inspection level is THE 
critical enabler for the Smart Factory. 
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